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3. Abstract 
Sympatric speciation has received much attention both empirically and 

theoretically. However, the contribution of sympatric speciation to biodiversity 

remains unclear. One piece missing from the speciation puzzle is the plausibility of 

sympatric ecological divergence of species through adaptation in polygenic traits. I 

consider an environment consisting of two niches, where one value of the trait is 

advantageous in only one niche, and vice versa. The selection regime is described by 

a trade-off in viabilities between the niches. These polygenic traits can, and often do, 

involve epistatic interactions among and between loci, so that the contribution of the 

alleles to viability deviates from additivity. Epistasis then also affects the curvature of 

the trade-offs:  predominant less-than-additive epistasis turns the curve towards 

concavity and predominant more-than-additive towards convexity. The curvature of 

the trade-off plays a crucial role in the evolution of populations. With a convex trade-

off, extreme values of the trait are favored and the population tends to diverge, but 

relatively stringent symmetry in strength of selection within the niches and the niche 

proportions is necessary to maintain polymorphism. In this study I use two and three-

locus haploid versions of Levene’s model to investigate various epistasis-selection 

regimes and explain characteristics of the trade-off curve affecting divergence and 

maintenance of polymorphism.  I compare the results of a multi-locus model with 

predictions based on the infinitesimal model and identify the limits of both 

approaches. 
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3.1. Abstrakt (česky) 
Sympatrická speciace byla významným předmětem zájmu jak z hlediska 

empirického tak teoretického, nicméně její příspěvek k biodiverzitě stále zůstává 

nejasný. Jedna z chybějících částí této skládačky je možnost sympatrické ekologické 

divergence druhů na základě jejich adaptace v polygenních znacích. V této studii 

uvažujeme prostředí skládající se ze dvou nik, přičemž jedna hodnota polygenního 

znaku je výhodná v jedné nice a druhá hodnota ve druhé nice. Selekční režim je pak 

popsán pomocí trade-off v tomto znaku mezi dvěma nikami, a díky tomu, že tyto 

polygenní znaky mohou, a často též zahrnují epistatické interakce mezi geny, 

příspěvek jednotlivých alel k danému znaku se odchyluje od aditivity. Tato epistáze 

pak může ovlivnit zmíněné trade-off, takže převládající přítomnost méně než aditivní 

(negativní) epistáze způsobuje odchýlení trade-off směrem ke konkávní křivce, 

zatímco přítomnost více než aditivní (pozitivní) epistáze odchyluje trade-off směrem 

k vyšší konvexitě. Zakřivení trade-off hraje klíčovou roli v evoluci populací, přičemž 

pod konvexním trade-off jsou zvýhodněni nositelé extrémních hodnot znaku a 

populace má tendenci k divergenci. V tomto případě však je vyžadována relativně 

přísná symetrie v síle selekce v jednotlivých nikách a jejich velikostech, aby se 

v populaci udržel polymorfismus. V této studii používáme dvou a tří-lokusovou 

haploidní verzi Leveneho modelu k prozkoumání rozličných režimů epistáze potažmo 

selekce, a přibližujeme charakteristiky trade-off, které ovlivňují divergenci a udržení 

polymorfismu. Tyto výsledky následně srovnáváme s predikcemi založenými na 

infinitesimálním modelu a identifikujeme limity obou přístupů. 
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4. Keywords / Klíčová slova 
Sympatric speciation, maintenance of polymorphism, polygenic trait, Levene 

model, epistasis, trade-off, ecological divergence, disruptive selection, infinitesimal 

model, evolutionary genetics, asymmetry, niche proportions, strength of selection. 

 

Sympatrická speciace, udržení polymorfismu, polygenní znak, Leveneho model, 

epistáze, trade-off, ekologická divergence, disruptivní selekce, infinitesimální model, 

evoluční genetika, asymetrie, proporce nik, síla selekce. 
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5. Introduction 
Biodiversity may arise through ecologically driven divergence. Populations 

can react to natural selection through inherited variation in fitness between their 

individuals. According to Fisher's (1930) Fundamental Theorem, mean fitness 

increases through time and populations become better and better adapted to their 

actual environment. Several recent studies showed that this ecological adaptation to 

novel environments can occur very rapidly (Orr and Smith 1998). Then, if a 

population is divided by some environmental barrier, which prevents dispersal of 

individuals, the subpopulations accumulate different sets of alleles because of 

different selection pressures and random genetic drift. Through this accumulation of 

different alleles, reproductive isolation may emerge (Dobzhansky 1937, Muller 1940) 

and complete the process of allopatric speciation.  

Can populations diverge even while occupying a single heterogeneous 

environment, i.e. in sympatry? Darwin (1859) considered sympatric origin of species 

by ecological divergence and an advantage of specialists over generalists. Since then, 

sympatric speciation has been of great interest to evolutionary biologists and remains 

consistently controversial (Jiggins 2006). After the development of population 

genetics and mathematical modeling, many and varied scenarios of sympatric 

speciation have been proposed (for reviews, see Kirkpatrick and Ravigné 2002, 

Gavrilets 2004), but although they show that sympatric speciation can occur, very 

stringent assumptions are usually required. Another complication in quantifying how 

frequent sympatric speciation can be in nature is the possibility of secondary allopatry 

and shift of the species’ range. Most of the species considered to arise in sympatry 

have been found in isolated habitat “islands”, such as lakes, host-specific parasites or 

in host races (Coyne and Orr 2004, ch. 4). However, without such well-isolated 

habitats, species’ ranges can shift relatively quickly after any kind of ecological 

adaptation (Angert et al 2011). Hence, even though a species may arise in sympatry 

due to ecological divergence, secondary allopatry is not unlikely.  

Although allopatry is considered to be the main source of global biodiversity, 

its contribution may be over-estimated. Allopatry has long been generally accepted as 

a null model of speciation (Mayr 1963, Coyne and Orr 2004), but it is hard to falsify it 

and the failure to reject allopatry does not mean that it is supported (Bolnick and 
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Fitzpatrick 2007). Despite the fact that allopatric speciation still is considered as the 

main source of new species, the contribution of sympatric speciation to global 

biodiversity remains unclear (for review, see Via 2001 or Fitzpatrick et al. 2008).  
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5.1. Models of sympatric speciation by natural selection 
Even though methods and approaches to sympatric speciation by natural 

selection modeling vary, nearly all of the models share some necessary common 

properties. The population has to be initially panmictic, consist of individuals that 

vary in some heritable trait and this variation has to be somehow maintained. 

Selection has to be disruptive, and so favour specialists over generalists. After the 

population diverges into two or more distinct types, some reproductive isolation has 

to be somehow established between the emergent subgroups.  

Since I consider ecological disruptive selection, the environment where 

individuals dwell has to be heterogeneous and carriers of one extreme value of the 

selected trait are advantaged in one type of the environment and vice versa. Thus, I 

can say that the environment consists of two niches and depict these varying 

performances of individuals as a trade-off between viabilities in one and the other 

niche. Moreover, the appearance of such trade-offs between various traits, trait values 

or behavioral patterns is quite general and has long been investigated by ecologists 

(Stearns 1989).  

The curvature of such trade-offs (fig. 1) plays a crucial role in the evolution of 

populations, and so from now on I will use this concept to describe some general 

properties of the populations. I consider the trade-offs only within one trait. The trait 

has a range of values, for example an ability to explore one or another source, and 

individuals, which do well on one source and worse on the other. The relationship, 

how worse they do on the other source and whether individuals with an intermediate 

value of the trait are favored over the specialists can be described by the trade-off 

curve. In general, if the trade-off is linear, there is no difference in overall strength of 

selection on the two extreme phenotypes and the intermediate phenotype, and so the 

population stays in equilibrium. If the trade-off curve is concave, natural selection 

favors intermediate over extreme phenotypes, i.e. selection is stabilizing and being a 

generalist is an evolutionary stable strategy (ESS). On the other hand, in case of 

convex trade-off, extreme phenotypes are favored over the intermediate ones, so the 

selection is disruptive (i.e. being a specialist is an ESS). However, the curvature of the 

trade-off also affects an ability of the population to maintain polymorphism (through 
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advantage or disadvantage of the intermediate phenotypes). Therefore it is necessary 

to deal with these two features together. 

 

Figure 1.  Trade-off between viabilities in two niches. For a one-locus diploid model, the middle 

line represents no dominance, the convex curve represents niche dependent underdominance and the 

concave curve represents niche dependent intermediate dominance of beneficial alleles in each 

particular niche. 

5.1.1.  Levene’s model 

Many models of sympatric speciation are based on Levene's (1953) model. 

This describes the life cycle of a very large population of organisms capable of 

surviving in a heterogeneous environment. Individuals mate in a common mating 

pool, the offspring are randomly spread into two niches and generations are non-

overlapping. There are two types of alleles and one or the other is beneficial in each 

of the niches. Selection acts within the niches, the individuals who survive are mating 

in the common mating pool again and the contribution of each niche is proportional to 

its size.  

In the original Levene model, the ability of individuals to survive in one or the 

other niche is determined by one biallelic diploid locus with complete dominance, 

where each allele is beneficial in one of the two niches. Thus, this model maintains 

polymorphism through an advantage of heterozygotes over homozygotes. The degree 

of dominance can be described by the trade-off between viabilities in niches. The 

linear trade-off between viabilities in Figure 1 corresponds to the case with no 

dominance, i.e. both heterozygotes are generalists and perform equally well in both 

vI

vII
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niches. The concave trade-off corresponds to intermediate dominance and mean 

fitness of heteroyzgotes is higher than mean fitness of homozygotes (i.e. heterozygote 

advantage). The convex trade-off corresponds to underdominant alleles, so 

homozygotes are fitter than heterozygotes and selection is disruptive. 

The model can also equally well work with haploids, where just two types 

described by their viabilities in niches are present. These two types are described by 

points on the trade-off curve and it’s curvature tells us, when the coexistence of the 

two types is an evolutionary stable stragtegy (ESS). If I introduce new types, the ESS 

is coexistence of two types if the curve is convex. 

5.1.2.  Maintenance of polymorphism 

As mentioned above, maintenance of polymorphism is essential for successful 

sympatric divergence. To understand how frequent sympatric speciation can be in 

nature, it is necessary to analyze under which conditions polymorphism is maintained 

in our models. The conditions for maintenance of polymorphism in Levene's model 

have been partially analyzed but most of these studies assumed symmetry either in 

niche proportions or in the selection coefficients in niches. Necessary and sufficient 

conditions for maintenance of polymorphism in various versions of Levene's model 

without epistasis was derived by Prout (1968), Gliddon and Strobeck (1975), Strobeck 

(1979), Nagylaki (2009) and Bürger (2009). The fact that asymmetry in niche 

proportions significantly influences the ability of the model to maintain genetic 

polymorphism has been investigated by Maynard Smith (1966), Maynard Smith and 

Hoekstra (1980) and Hoekstra et al (1985). To quantify this ability they introduced a 

parameter called "robustness" describing the fraction of parameter space in which 

genetic polymorphism is maintained. As they focused on the range of niche 

proportions, this robustness is in fact the same as Gavrilets’s (2004, pp. 237) 

threshold of absolute value of the difference in niche sizes. Maynard Smith and 

Hoekstra (1980) and Hoekstra et al (1985) have analyzed Levene's and several 

Levene-like diploid models with one locus and two alleles and showed that the 

robustness is very sensitive to the niche dependent degree of dominance. They 

conclude that robustness increases if the fitness of heterozygotes is higher than 

arithmetic mean of fitnesses of homozygotes in each niche (i.e. heterozygote 

advantage and concave trade-off in fig. 1). In terms of dominance, robustness is 
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higher if the beneficial allele in each particular niche is partially or completely 

dominant. Conversely, underdominant beneficial alleles reduce robustness in 

comparison with alleles with intermediate dominance (i.e. convex trade-off). They 

also showed that habitat choice slightly inflates the robustness.  

Another widely used simplification in analyses of such models is the 

assumption of equal strength of selection in both niches for beneficial alleles. 

Although it eases the analysis by getting rid of one parameter, presumption of this 

symmetry is unrealistic and it also helps to maintain polymorphism. This was partly 

analyzed by Maynard Smith (1966) and Maynard Smith and Hoekstra  (1980) who 

also showed that with larger differences in niches sizes, stronger selection in the 

smaller niche is needed. Substantial difference in strength of selection is possible only 

if the selection is very strong because stability is second order in selection. Hence, for 

interpretation of the models of sympatric divergence, this feature has to be taken in 

account.  

5.1.3.  Sympatric speciation and Levene’s model 

To complete the process of sympatric speciation, some mechanism providing 

nonrandom mating is necessary. Maynard Smith (1966) first studied a population 

genetic model of sympatric speciation extending Levene's (1953) model with habitat 

preference and first showed that sympatric speciation can occur under certain, even 

though restrictive conditions. Thenceforward, many other models and scenarios were 

introduced (reviewed and extended in Gavrilets 2004, ch.10) and showed that 

sympatric speciation is theoretically possible under certain conditions.  

Although the conditions seem to be stringent and have been criticized as being 

biologically unrealistic, Bolnick and Fitzpatrick (2007) showed that at least three 

assumptions are relatively often met in nature. They focused on the general necessary 

properties of sympatric speciation models, particularly frequency-dependent 

disruptive selection, assortative mating/ecology pleiotropy and whether assortative 

mating imposes weak or no costs. However, although they showed that such 

assumptions are not implausible, many arguable points remain unresolved. This 

criticism is mainly aimed at highly symmetrical and polymorphic initial conditions, 

constant ecological parameters, very stringent assortative mating, a stable 
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environment and resource distribution, and soft selection (Bolnick and Fitzpatrick 

2007).  

As I have mentioned in the previous section, symmetry in niche sizes or equal 

strength of selection within niches ensures that polymorphism will be maintained, 

because the models are typically stable only over a narrow parameter range around 

the symmetric values. However, the vast majority of models of sympatric speciation 

are based on such restrictive assumptions, so their credibility is arguable, because 

even small perturbation can cause fixation of one of the extreme phenotypes. 

5.1.4.  Polygenic traits and the infinitesimal model 

An arguable assumption frequently made in many sympatric speciation models 

is their restriction to one or rarely several loci, whereas ecological adaptation of a 

population often involves a gradual change in a polygenic trait (Rose et al. 2000, 

Wilson and Turelli 1986). An obvious reason for this common restriction is the 

computational difficulty of such models, especially if additional evolutionary forces, 

such as epistasis and nonlinear trade-off between viabilities are included. A 

multilocus version of Levene’s model has been analyzed (Nagylaki 2009, Bürger 

2010) but no epistasis was assumed. 

Another framework for modeling evolution of polygenic traits was introduced 

by Fisher (1918) and extened by Bulmer (1980). This approach aimed at modeling a 

response of populations with a polygenic trait to selection. It does not require detailed 

knowledge of the underlying genotype frequencies and effects but assumes a linear 

parent/offspring regression. The model assumes very large (effectively infinite) 

number of loci, each with infinitesimal effect leading to Gaussian distribution of 

phenotypes with fixed variance. Although this approach allows us to understand the 

evolution of such polygenic traits, it also faces certain limitations. The evolutionary 

response of the population is not driven by change in allele frequencies of underlying 

loci, but solely by changes in associations among loci, whereas the allele frequencies 

are implicitly assumed constant. 

Barton (2010) analyzed a model where evolution of a population in 

heterogeneous environment is described by the infinitesimal model. The evolution of 

the population under various selection schemes was described by trade-off between 
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viabilities in two niches. He concludes that with a concave trade-off the population 

evolves a single generalist genotype, whereas with a convex trade-off, disruptive 

selection leads to two reproductively isolated specialists if variance is high enough. 

As I have mentioned above, at least for one locus diploid Levene’s model, 

polymorphism is maintained only over a narrow parameter range around the 

symmetric values. Hence, the assumption of fixed variance might not be appropriate 

in a large parts of parameter space. 
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5.2. The role of epistasis 
It has long been clear that epistasis could play a key role in the process of 

speciation. The fact that some loci can influence the effect of some other loci on the 

phenotype has been discussed already by founders of evolutionary genetics (Poulton 

1903, ch.2; Fisher 1918) and is fundamental to Wright's shifting-balance theory 

(1931, 1932). Dobzhansky (1937) and Muller (1940) proposed a theory of speciation 

based on gradual accumulation of different alleles in two separate diploid populations. 

During allopatry, selection provides that all the alleles in both populations must be 

compatible with each other, i.e. heterozygotes carrying new mutation cannot have 

reduced fitness. If the populations come into secondary contact, some combination of 

new alleles from one or the other population may not be compatible, because these 

combinations have never been "tested" by selection. Thus, these hybrids have reduced 

fitness and some postzygotic isolation can emerge. Since then, epistasis was 

considered an important evolutionary force many times and it appeared in many either 

verbal (Mayr 1954, Carson 1968, Templeton 1980) or mathematical (e.g. Goodnight 

1987, 1988; Cheverud and Routman 1996, Turelli and Orr 2000, Lopez-Fanjul et al. 

2002, 2004, Turelli and Barton 2006) theories of evolution of populations. 

5.2.1.  Epistasis and selection on quantitative traits 

Although epistasis is generally accepted as a key evolutionary force, its 

consequences for the evolution of polygenic traits are still not clear. Generally, one 

can imagine two different types of epistatic interactions at the developmental, i.e. 

genotype-phenotype level (biological epistasis defined by Moore and Williams 2005). 

The contribution of each additional allele (beneficial mutation) to the trait value can 

be either lower or higher than if the allele was present alone, so the effect can be 

either less-than-additive or more-than-additive. With increasing number of alleles and 

only more-than-additive epistasis, the value of the trait increases faster than linearly, 

and conversely, with less-than-additive epistasis the value increases more slowly (Fig. 

2). If I consider only pairwise interactions, the deviation from additivity of  𝑛-th allele 

is proportional to 𝜀 ∙ !
! , where 𝜀 is the epistatic coefficient. 
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Figure 2. Possible effects of increasing number of alleles on a polygenic trait. On the x-axis is 

increasing number of beneficial alleles and on the y-axis the value of the trait, z. The upper curve 

represents more-than-additive effect, the middle one represents pure additivity and the lower curve 

less-than-additive effect of alleles on a polygenic trait. 

 

Two recent studies (Khan et al 2011, Chou et al 2011) showed that adaptation 

to a novel environment through new beneficial mutations in bacterial strains exhibit 

mostly less-than-additive epistasis in their contribution to fitness. Also Eshed and 

Zamir (1996) showed that in some additive traits less–than–additive developmental 

epistasis predominates in tomatoes. The effect of chromosome segments of tomato 

Lycopersicon pennelli introgressed into an otherwise homogeneous genetic 

background of Lycopersicon esculentum is epistatic in 28% of tested interactions (P < 

0.05). Detected epistasis was predominantly less-than-additive (slopes of regressions 

in plots of expected vs. observed effects were from 0.71 to 0.79; their figure 3), and 

was measured for four yield-associated additive traits (plant weight, fruit mass, 

content of sugar and yield). However, in the evolution of natural populations, the 

value of a polygenic trait is irrelevant unless natural selection acts on it. And as well 

as the trait change can deviate from linearity, natural selection can act on the trait 

nonlinearly. So, the individuals with more beneficial additive alleles and therefore a 

higher value of the trait might be advantaged either more or less than what would 

correspond to this trait value if the per–locus strength of selection was constant. From 

now on, I will call epistasis at this phenotype-environment level epistatic selection. 

Thus, if I want to understand the evolution of such a polygenic trait, I have to take 

into account both levels of epistasis and consider the total outcome as their 

combination. This combination can be understood as the effect of the developmental 
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epistasis on viabilities of individuals, and in this study, I will consider epistasis as this 

combination.  

5.2.2.  Quantitative traits in heterogeneous environment 

If I assume a heterogeneous environment, as in Levene's model, one value of 

the trait can be beneficial in one type of the environment and another value in the 

other type. Then, I can depict different viabilities of individuals within different 

niches as a trade–off similarly as for dominance in Fig. 1. The trade-offs in these 

polygenic traits represent a boundary to the set of all possible phenotypes and various 

interactions within and among genes, and other epigenetic and environmental 

influences cause that the most of phenotypes lie under this curve. However, if I 

neglect all the other influences than epistasis, and assume always only one type of 

epistatic interactions, I can say that the phenotypes lie on the trade-off and so the 

trade-off is an interpretation of the underlying genetics. 

In the case of no epistasis, i.e. pure additivity of the effects of alleles on 

viabilities, this trade–off will be linear and all individuals will perform equal mean 

fitness over all niches (middle line in Fig. 3). The less–than–additive effect of alleles 

at the genotype–phenotype level, will cause a deviation of the trade–off curve from 

linearity towards concavity (upper line in Fig. 3). Conversely, more–than–additive 

epistasis will push the trade–off curve towards convexity (lower line in Fig. 3).  
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Figure 3. Trade-offs between viabilities in two niches. The lower convex curve represents more-

than-additive developmental epistasis in a polygenic trait and/or disruptive epistatic selection. The 

upper concave curve represents less-than-additive developmental epistasis and/or stabilizing epistatic 

selection. The middle line represents the case without epistasis.  

Thence, the convex trade-off will result in disruptive selection favoring 

carriers of extreme values of the trait and the concave trade-off will result in 

stabilizing selection, favoring generalists.  

At the developmental level, one can imagine almost arbitrary epistatic 

interactions, which may lead to increase of phenotypic variation in the trait (Weber et 

al. 1999, Cheverud and Routman 1996, Cheverud and Routman 1995), but not 

necessarily to a deviation of the trade-off curve from linearity. However, if there is a 

pattern in how loci epistatically interact, the trade-offs tend to be either convex or 

concave and thence affect evolution of the population.  

In this study, I focus on the two clearcut cases, purely convex versus concave 

trade-offs. Particularly, I analyze how various degrees of convexity or concavity 

affect maintenance of polymorphism in a population in two and three-locus haploid 

version of Levene model with mating within niches. Then I compare the results with 

predictions for divergence in a quantitative trait approximated by the infinitesimal 

model (Barton 2010). 

 

 

vI

vII

    
    

        



6. The model

Since we focus on the effect of epistatic interactions between and among loci, we

analyze a haploid biallelic version of Levene’s model with mating within niches, which

is more favourable to speciation. The environment consists of two niches, where alleles

of the first type (small letters) are beneficial in one niche and alleles of the second type

(capital  letters)  in  the  other  niche.  For  further  analysis,  it  is  convenient  to  define  the

fitness to be between zero and one, so the presence of alleles which are deleterious in the

particular genotype in niche Γ reduce its fitness by selection coefficient sΓ. Epistasis (ΕΓ)

is  defined  as  the  deviation  from  additivity  of  deleterious  alleles  in  each  niche  if  more

than one of those alleles is present. Thus, the relative advantage of having all beneficial

alleles  (i.e.  fitness  equal  to  1)  is  either  higher  or  lower  than  what  would  correspond  to

purely additive effects of the alleles. Here we are assuming a special kind of symmetric

epistasis, which acts both among alleles beneficial in one niche and among alleles benefi-

cial in the other niche. As we have discussed in the introduction, the scheme of selection

can also include deviations the effects of alleles from additivity, so from now on, we will

use  the  concept  of  trade-offs  (Fig.  3)  to  describe  the  state  of  the  epistasis-selection

scheme.  Less-than-additive  epistasis  is  then  represented  by  a  positive  epistatic  coeffi-

cient  and  leads  to  a  concave  trade-off,  which  implies  stabilizing  selection.  More-than-

additive epistasis is represented by a negative epistatic coefficient and leads to a convex

trade-off and thence to disruptive selection. 

Generally,  the  trade-offs  represent  an  upper  bound  to  the  set  of  all  possible  phe-

noypes. Thus, only the most fit genotypes lie on that curve and the other are somewhere

in the 8v1, v2<  space below this  curve.  However,  in  this  study,  we use it  to  describe the

actual  trade-off  between  viabilities  of  individuals  defined  by  exact  individual  fitnesses

(or  later  functions).  Because  these  fitness  definitions  do  not  contain  more  complex

epistatic  interactions than the special  symmetric  ones,  all  genotypes lie  on the trade-off

curve.

Genotype  frequencies  in  the  mixing  pool  are  given  by  g(X),  where  X  represents

each particular genotype. Then, individuals are randomly distributed into the niches and

are  under  niche  dependent  natural  selection  which  depends  on  their  fitnesses  wΓ(X),  so

the  genotype  frequencies  in  the  niches  after  selection  are  g'Γ (X)  =  wΓHXL gHXL.  Mating

and recombination of the rate r occurs within niches after selection and each niche con-

tributes by newborns to the mixing pool proportionally to it's size, cΓ.  In this two niche

model cI = c and cII = 1 – c.

From now on, we will mainly operate with allele frequencies and linkage disequilib-

ria,  which  are  more  convenient  for  the  analyses.  So,  pi  is  the  frequency  of  an  allele

beneficial  in one niche (small  letters)  in the i-th locus.  Because frequencies are defined

to be between 0 and 1,  the frequency of  allele  beneficial  in the other niche (capital  let-

ters) is qi = 1 – pi.
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are  under  niche  dependent  natural  selection  which  depends  on  their  fitnesses  wΓ(X),  so

the  genotype  frequencies  in  the  niches  after  selection  are  g'Γ (X)  =  wΓHXL gHXL.  Mating

and recombination of the rate r occurs within niches after selection and each niche con-

tributes by newborns to the mixing pool proportionally to it's size, cΓ.  In this two niche

model cI = c and cII = 1 – c.

From now on, we will mainly operate with allele frequencies and linkage disequilib-

ria,  which  are  more  convenient  for  the  analyses.  So,  pi  is  the  frequency  of  an  allele

beneficial  in one niche (small  letters)  in the i-th locus.  Because frequencies are defined

to be between 0 and 1,  the frequency of  allele  beneficial  in the other niche (capital  let-

ters) is qi = 1 – pi.

We  begin  by  analysis  of  the  simplest  version  of  the  model,  the  haploid  biallelic

two-locus model. Fitnesses of all genotypes are defined in Table 1. 

genotype niche I niche II

AB 1 - 2 sI  - ΕI 1

Ab/aB 1 – sI 1 – sII

ab 1 1 – 2 sII – ΕII

Table 1.  Fitnesses of  individual genotypes.  sI  is  selection coefficient for niche specific deleterious alleles

in  niche  I,  sII  is  selection  coefficient  for  niche  specific  deleterious  alleles  in  niche  II  and  ΕI  and  ΕII  are

epistatic  coefficients  which  are  defined  as  the  deviation  from  additivity  of  the  two  deleterious  alleles

present in a genotype together. Positive ΕΓ  IΕΓ  > 0) represents less-than-additive epistasis H and results in

the concave trade-off) and negative (ΕΓ  < 0) represents more-than-additive epistasis (which results in the

convex trade-off).

The curvature of the trade-offs in this two-locus model is discrete and is depicted

in  Fig.  4.  Because  the  curvature  of  the  trade-off  also  affects  maintenance  of  polymor-

phism in the population,  and polymorphism is  necessary for  any kind of  speciation,  we

analyze in which region of parameter space is this polymorphism maintained.
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Figure  4.   Trade-offs  between  viabilities  in  niches.  The  lower  convex  trade-off  IΕΓ  <  0)  results  in  an

advantage of individuals carrying extreme genotypes AB or ab relatively to the intermediate genotypes, aB

or Ab. The upper concave trade-off IΕΓ  > 0) favours intermediate genotypes and despite of the presence of

two different environments a generalist predominate.

� 6.1.  Maintenance of polymorphism
� 6.1.1.  Asymmetry in niche proportions

First  we analyzed the range of niche proportions,  c,  where genetic polymorphism

is maintained in model without epistasis, i.e. with the linear trade-off between viabilities

in niches. For simplicity we assumed equal strength of selection and strength of epistasis

in  both  niches  HsI  =  sII  =  s,  ΕI  =  ΕII  =  0).  The  model  is  in  equilibrium  when  all  allele

frequencies in two following generations are equal, so, when the condition pi Ht+1L  – pi HtL

= 0 is  satisfied.  These  equations  have three  different  roots,  where  two of  them refer  to

simple monomorphic equilibria Hpi
`  = 0 and pi

`  = 1) and the third one represents a polymor-

phic equilibrium. This model is in an equilibrium if the equation

1 - 2 c H1 - sL - p1 s - p2 s

2 H1 - sL = 0

is satisfied. 

This  polymorphic equilibrium is  stable  until  allele  frequencies reach their  bound-

aries at pi
`  = 0 and pi

`  = 1 and it is if  
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1 - 2 s

2 - 2 s
< c <

1

2 - 2 s
.

If we want to analyze the model with epistatic interactions involved (ΕI  = ΕII  = Ε),

the analysis of the polymorphic equilibrium becomes unsolvable. 

Because we assume recombination between loci H0 < r < 0.5), the population stays

polymorphic  only if  the  trade-off  is  convex.  With the  concave trade-off,  extreme geno-

types suffer from the epistasis which lowers their fitness and if the allele frequencies are

not precisely equal, one of the two intermediate genotypes fixes. With the convex trade-

off, the individuals carrying genotypes with alleles of the same type are favoured in one

or the other niche. 

So,  under  the  convex  trade-off,  we  can  assume  allele  frequencies  to  be  equal

Hp1 = p2 = pL  because  stability  of  the  equilibria  does  not  depend  on  the  initial  allele

frequencies.  The  equilibrium frequencies  depend  only  on  the  proportions  of  niches  and

the strength of selection in the niches (Fig. 5). But even in this simplified case, the exact

solution for a polymorphic equilibrium is the solution of equation pHt+1L  -  pHtL  = 0 for p

and it is a polynomial of degree five, which has five generally unsolvable roots. Two of

them  represent  monomorphic  equilibria   H p̀  =  0  and  p̀  =  1),  so  the  model  has  at  most

three polymorphic  equilibria.  Numerical  simulations showed,  that  under  realistic  values

of parameters (c Î (0,1), s Î (0, 1), Ε Î ± (0, s) two of them are mostly complex and only

one of them goes up in realistic values between p̀ = 0 and p̀ = 1.
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Figure 5.  Plots of numerical simulations with different initial allele frequencies. Initial allele frequencies

are  0.05,  0.2  and 0.45 for  allele  A in  locus  1  (dot-dashed curves)  and 0.95,  0.8  and 0.55 for  allele  B in

locus 2 (dashed curves). The dotted lines represent linkage disequilibria between loci. A) Convex trade-off,

ΕΓ  = 0.25 sΓ , sI = sII = 0.2, c = 0.52;  B) Convex trade-off, ΕΓ  = 0.25 sΓ , sI = 0.3, sII = 0.2, c = 0.5.

Therefore, we can analyse an instability of the two monomorphic equilibria H p̀ = 0

and p̀ = 1) and assume that between these two monomorphic equilibria only one realistic

polymorphic equilibrium exists. This approach was used by Levene (1953), Prout (1968)

and Hoekstra et al (1985). Gliddon and Strobeck (1975) analyzed the haploid multilocus

analogue  of  Levene's  (1953)  model  and  prove  that  conditions  for  instability  of  the

monomorphic  equilibria  are  also  necessary  and  sufficient  conditions  for  stability  of  the

unique polymorphic equilibrium. This conclusion is valid only for the model with linear

trade-off (solution of equation piHt+1L – piHtL = 0 for p is polynomial of the third order), but

nevertheless  allows  us  to  estimate  the  polymorphic  equilibria  even  for  a  model  with

nonlinear trade-offs.

The analysis of instability of monomorphic equilibria gives us the transition points

between  monomorphic  and  polymorphic  equilibria  (points  of  neutral  stability  where

leading eigenvalues are equal to zero). Then, the region of parameter space (in this case

the range of niche proportions, c) where these eigenvalues are higher than zero (i.e.  are

unstable)  represent  the  parameter  space  where  a  polymorphic  equilibrium  exists.  Thus,

any  perturbation  in  allele  frequencies  from  the  monomorphic  equilibrium  (and  conse-

quently in linkage disequilibrium) leads to a polymorphic equilibrium. With recombina-

tion between loci Hr = 0.5) the model maintains polymorphism if

s H1 - 2 s - ΕL
H1 - sL H2 s + ΕL < c <

s + Ε

H1 - sL H2 s + ΕL .

These conditions holds for recombination rates (r > -Ε
1-s-Ε

). If recombination rate is

low  (0 < r < -Ε
1-s-Ε

),  the  conditions  above  do  not  hold  anymore  and  maintenance  of
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These conditions holds for recombination rates (r > -Ε
1-s-Ε

). If recombination rate is

low  (0 < r < -Ε
1-s-Ε

),  the  conditions  above  do  not  hold  anymore  and  maintenance  of

polymorphism is determined by

H1 - 2 s - ΕL H2 s + Ε H1 - rL + r H1 - 2 sLL
H1 - rL I4 H1 - sL s + 2 Ε H1 - 2 sL - Ε2M

< c <
2 s + Ε - r

H1 - rL I4 H1 - sL s + 2 Ε H1 - 2 sL - Ε2M
.

This  transition  is  because  the  leading  eigenvalues  for  the  first  case  with  faster

recombination are overcome by the eigenvalues including recombination rate parameter.

In  the  other  words,  these  eigenvalues  are  the  leading  eigenvalues  until  the  strength  of

selection overcome the recombination rate. 

If selection is weak and more-than-additive epistasis is appreciable (Ε < 0), the first

condition  (of  each  pair  of  conditions)  becomes  higher  than  the  second  one  because  the

region  of  niche  proportions,  where  the  leading  eigenvalues  are  higher  than  zero  (i.e.

monomorphic  equilibria  are  unstable)  do  not  overlap.  Thence,  both  these  conditions

cannot be satisfied and a polymorphic equilibrium does not exist.

Fig. 6 shows how increasing convexity of the trade-off (i.e. increasing strength of

more-than-additive  epistasis)  and  increasing  recombination  rate  narrow  the  range  of

niche  proportions  where  polymorphism  is  maintained.  Even  very  low   recombination

rate  shifts  the  region  of  parameter  space  where  polymorphism  is  maintained  twards

stronger selection (Fig. 6A and 6B). This shifting occurs only until the threshold for any

recombination rate is  reached ( -Ε
1-s-Ε

Fig. 6C).  Then, any recombination rate leads to the

same niche proportion ratio boundaries.
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Figure  6.  Range  of  niche  proportions  where  polymorphism is  maintained.  A  polymorphic  equilibrium is

achieved for the parameter combiantions between the lines. On the x-axis is the strength of selection and

on the  y-axis  are  niche  proportions.  The  outer  solid  curves  represent  linear  trade-off,  the  dashed curves

are  for  Ε  =  –0.25s,  the  dotted  curves  are  for  Ε  =  –0.5s  and  the  dash–dotted  curves  for  Ε  =  –0.75s.  A)  o

recombnination; B) recombination rate, r = 0.025; C) recombination rate, r = 0.5.

� 6.1.2.  Asymmetry in strength of selection
Maintenance  of  polymorphism  in  the  population  does  not  depend  only  on  the

range of niche proportions, but is also affected by the difference in the strength of selec-

tion in niches. First, we set the niche sizes to be equal (c = 1/2) and analyze under which

combinations  of  sI  and  sII  the  population  is  polymorphic.  Similarly  as  in  the  case  with

varying  proportions  of  niches,  the  fraction  of  parameter  space  where  the  population

achieves  a  polymorphic  equilibrium depends  on  recombination  rate,  r,  and  the  strength

of  more-than-additive  epistasis,  i.e.  convexness  of  the  trade-off  between  viabilities  in

niches. We analyzed the instability of the monomorphic equilibria and obtain conditions,

where a polymorphic equilibrium exists.  With recombination, the population achieves a

polymorphic equilibrium if

sI - ΕIIH1 + sIL
1 + 2 sI

< sII <
sI + ΕI

1 - 2 sI - ΕI
.

Because the system is  symmetric,  the same conditions with substituted subscripts

holds  also  for  sI .  The  parameter  space  where  the  population  achieves  a  polymorphic

equilibrium  is  also  reduced  by  increasing  more-than-additive  epistasis,  i.e.  increasing

convexity  of  the  trade-off.  Figure  7  shows  some  examples  of  the  parameter  space  for

different values of the epistatic coefficients ΕΓ.
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Figure 7. Parameter space of sI  and sII  where polymorphism is maintained in a population. Niche propor-

tions, c, are held fixed at 1/2. The outer solid curves represent linear trade-off, the dashed curves are for

ΕΓ  = –0.25 sΓ , the dotted curves are for ΕΓ = –0.5 sΓ  and the dash–dotted curves for ΕΓ  = –0.75 sΓ . A) No

recombination; B) free recombination between loci.

� 6.1.3.  Asymmetry in niche proportions and strength of selection
Finally, we analyzed for which part of parameter space of c, sI  and sII  the model is

in  polymorphic  equilibrium.  Similarly  to   the  case  with  equal  strength  of  selection,  we

analyzed  instability  of  monomorphic  equilibria,  which  gives  us  the  conditions  when  at

least one polymorphic equilibrium exists. With recombination r=1/2, the model reaches a

polymorphic equilibrium if 

1 - sII ΕI - 2 sI sII - sII

sI + sII + ΕI - sII ΕI - 2 sI sII
< c <

sII + ΕII

sI + sII + ΕII - ΕII sI - 2 sI sII
.

The  actual  parameter  space  between  these  conditions  for  various  values  of  ΕΓ  is

depicted in Fig. 8 as an absolute value of the difference in niche sizes where the popula-

tion is polymorphic, |Dc| (as in Gavrilets 2004). With increasing convexity of the trade-

off,   the  parameter  space  with  polymorphic  equilibria  shrinks  significantly,  and  with

ΕΓ ® -sΓ, selection has to be extremely strong to maintain polymorphism.
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Figure 8.  Contour  plots  of  the  parameter  space,  where polymorphism is  maintained in  two-locus model.

Contour  plots  depict  absolute  value  of  difference  in  niche  proportions,  |Dc|,  with  respect  to  selection

coefficient in niche I and niche II (sI  and sII  respectively) where polymorphic equilibria exist. A) ΕΓ  = 0;

D) ΕΓ  = – 
1

3
sΓ ; c) ΕΓ  = –

2

3
sΓ ; Γ Î {I, II}.

� 6.1.4.  Three-locus model
Since we aim to discover the role of epistatic interaction in maintenance of poly-

morphism and possibility of divergence in a polygenic trait,  we have extended the two-

locus  model  to  three  loci.  The  number  of  combinations  of  each  epistatic  interaction  is

proportional  to  K n
m

O,  where  n  is  number  of  loci  and  m  is  number  of  interacting  loci.

Thus, in the three-locus model we have three possible pairwise epistatic interactions HΕΓ)

and  one  possible  three  allelic  interaction  HΕ123, Γ)  for  each  niche  (Γ).  Fitnesses  of  all

genotypes are defined in Table 2.

genotype niche I niche II

ABC 1 - 3 sI  – 3 ΕI  – Ε123,I 1

ABc/AbC/aBC 1 – 2sI – ΕI 1 – sII

Abc/aBc/abC 1 – sI 1 – 2 sII – ΕII

abc 1 1 – 3 sII – 3ΕII – Ε123,II

Table  2.  Fitnesses  of  individual  genotypes.  sI  is  selection  coefficient  for  deleteri-

ous alleles in niche II, sII  is selection coefficient for deleterious alleles in niche II and ΕI

and ΕII  are pairwise epistatic coefficients which are defined as the deviation from additiv-

ity  of  any  two beneficial  alleles  present  in  a  genotype  together.  Epistatic  interaction of

all three deleterious alleles is determined by the coefficient Ε123,I  and Ε123,II , respectively. 

As  the  number  of  loci  increases,  also  the  trade-off  curves  between  viabilities  in

niches become smoother and are depicted in Figure 9.
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Figure  9.  Trade-offs  between  viabilities  in  niches.  The  lower  convex  trade-off  IΕΓ  <  0  and/or  Ε123,Γ < 0)

results in an advantage of individuals carrying extreme genotypes ABC or abc relatively to the intermedi-

ate genotypes. The upper concave trade-off IΕΓ  > 0 and/or Ε123,Γ > 0) favours intermediate genotypes and

despite of the presence of two different environments a generalist predominate.

We  have  analyzed  this  model  similarly  as  the  two-locus  model.  The  three-locus

model  with linear trade-off,  i.e.  without epistatic interactions and equal  strength of  per-

locus selection in niches HsI  = sII = s) maintains polymorphism if 

1 - 3 s

2 - 3 s
< c <

1

2 - 3 s
.

Analysis of  the model with epistatic interactions faces similar difficulties like the

two-locus model, so we have analyzed  instability of monomorphic equilibria again and

focus  only  on  the  case  when  recombination  is  fast  enough  (r  ®  1/2)  .  The  model  with

convex trade-off maintains polymorphism if

s - 3 s2 - 3 Ε s

Hs + ΕL H2 - 3 sL < c <
s + 2 Ε

Hs + ΕL H2 - 3 sL .

Because  the  fitnesses  are  defined  as  a  subtraction  of  particular  selection  coeffi-

cients of the deleterious alleles from 1, the overall strength of selection on the trait in the

three-locus  model  with  the  same  s  is  higher  than  in  the  two-locus  model.  Thus,  if  we

want  to  understand  what  is  the  role  of  epistatic  interactions  in  maintenance  of  genetic

polymorphism, we must normalize the strength of selection on the trait (i.e. multiply the

per-locus  strength  of  selection  in  the  three-locus  model  by  the  factor  of  2
3

,  so  s̀ = 2
3

s).

Then, the conditions for the case with linear trade-off are equal for both models. For the

three-locus model with convex trade-off we obtain conditions
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s).

Then, the conditions for the case with linear trade-off are equal for both models. For the

three-locus model with convex trade-off we obtain conditions

s̀ - 2 s̀2 - 3 Ε s̀

H1 - s̀L H2 s̀ + 3 ΕL
< c <

s̀ + 3 Ε

H1 - s̀L H2 s̀ + 3 ΕL

Comparison with the conditions for the two-locus model shows us that an increas-

ing  number  of  pairwise  epistatic  interactions  narrows  the  range  of  niche  proportions

where polymorphism is  maintained (Fig.  10),  because the relative advantage of  being a

specialist is higher and therefor the trade-off is more convex.
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Figure  10.  Comparison  of  the  ranges  of  niche  proportions  where  polymorphism is  maintend  in  the  two-

and three-locus model with normalized strength of selection. Population is polymorphic in the parameter

space  between  corresponding  curves.  Solid  curves  represent  the  case  with  linear  trade-off,  the  dashed

curves  represent  the  two-locus  model  and  the  dotted  curves  the  three-locus  model.  A)  Ε  =  –0.1s;  B)  Ε  =

–0.2s.

� 6.1.5.  Functional fitness
To  compare  these  simple  models  with  classic  definitions  of  fitnesses  with  the

infinitesimal  version  of  Levene  model,  we  redefine  them  as  in  Barton  (2010).  In  this

model,  the  viability  of  an  individual  with  particular  value  of  the  trait  z  in  niche  I  and

niche II is defined as follows:
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vI = Θ +
1 - Θ

1 + Β ez
and vII = Θ +

1 - Θ

1 + Β e–z
.

Parameter Β determines how high is the relative advantage of being a specialist or

a generalist and thence the curvature of the trade-off. If Β = 1, the trade-off is linear, with

Β  < 1 the trade-off is concave and if  Β  > 1 the trade-off is convex (Fig. 11).  The actual

position of particular genotypes on the viability curves in Fig. 11A are determined by the

effect of alleles on the trait, Α. Alleles beneficial in one niche contribute to the trait by -Α

and alleles beneficial in the other niche by +Α.  Then, the intermediate genotypes which

contains  equal  number  of  alleles  of  the  first  and  the  second  type  have  the  value  of  the

trait equal to 0 and the specialist genotypes have trait values equal to ±nΑ, where n is the

number of loci. Minimal viabilities in the “wrong” niches are determined by Θ. Strength

of  selection   then  varies  from  0  to  1,  while  if  Θ  =  1,  there  is  no  selection  on  the  trait

(viabilities are equal to 1 for any value of the trait in any niche).  

-4 -2 2 4
z

1

vΓ

A

0 0.5 1
vI

0.5

1
vII

B

Figure 11. A) Plot of viabilities in niches, vΓ  with respec to the value of the trait, z. B) Trade-off in those

viabilities.  The  solid  curves  represent  Β  =  1,  the  dashed  curves  Β  =  0.5  and  the  dotted  curves  Β  =  2.

Minimal viability in the “wrong” niche is Θ = 0.1.

The  actual  viabilities  of  all  genotypes  for  the  two-locus  model  are  defined  as

follows:

genotype niche I niche II

AB Θ + 1-Θ
1+Β e2 Α Θ + 1-Θ

1+Β e-2 Α

Ab/aB Θ + 1-Θ
1+Β e0 Θ + 1-Θ

1+Β e0

ab Θ + 1-Θ
1+Β e-2 Α Θ + 1-Θ

1+Β e2 Α

Now,  for  given  genotype  frequencies,  we  can  calculate  the  trait  mean  and  vari-

ance. Trait values of genotypes for the two-locus model are zHXL = 8-2 Α, 0, 0, 2 Α< and
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Now,  for  given  genotype  frequencies,  we  can  calculate  the  trait  mean  and  vari-

ance. Trait values of genotypes for the two-locus model are zHXL = 8-2 Α, 0, 0, 2 Α< and

its mean value is 

z = â
4

X=1

gHXL zHXL,

where gHXL is frequency of particular genotype X. Variance of the trait in popula-

tion is given by

Var HzL = â
4

X=1

gHXL@zHXL -zD2 = â
2

i=1

2 Α2 pi qi.

The  actual  strength  of  selection  is  given  both  by  parameters  Β  and  Θ,  and  by  the

variance of the trait in population. The variance of the trait is determined both by allele

frequencies and by the allelic effect Α, whereas if all the allele frequencies are at 1/2, the

variance is maximal and Α  is the only parameter, which determines it. If the variance is

high  enough,  the  specialists  lie  on  the  viability  curves  close  to  their  asymptotes,  so  the

strength  of  selection against  maladapted  genotypes  in  each niche  is  maximal.  Thus,  we

know that  viabilities of  the adapted genotypes are equal  to 1 and viabilities of  the mal-

adapted genotypes are equal to Θ.  For the linear trade-off (Β  = 1),  the actual strength of

per locus selection is equal to the viability of the intermediate genotypes (i.e. intersection

of the vΓ axis at z = 0) and it is

sΓ =
1 - Θ

2
.

For  the  concave  trade-off  with  Β = 0.5,  this  intersection  is  at  2/3  of  the  relative

difference  in  viabilities  (1 - Θ).  Thus,  relative  viability  of  the  intermediate  genotypes  is

2+Θ
3

 and  it  is  equal  to  1 - sΓ.  Similarly,  viabilities  of  the  maladapted  genotypes,  Θ,  are

equal to their fitness according to the first definition, 1 - 2 sΓ - ΕΓ. If we solve these two

equations for sΓ and ΕΓ, we obtain the solution, which is

sΓ =
1 - Θ

3
and ΕΓ =

1 - Θ

3
.
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For the convex trade-off with Β = 2, the intersection is at 1/3 of the relative differ-

ence in viabilities, 1 - Θ. Thence, the equations are

1 + 2 Θ

3
= 1 - sΓ and Θ = 1 - 2 sΓ - ΕΓ

and their solution gives us the corresponding strength of selection and epistasis, 

sΓ =
2 - Θ

3
and ΕΓ =

Θ - 1

3
= -

sΓ

2
.

Now,  we  analyze  maintenance  of  polymorphism  in  this  model  and  from  now  on

focus only on the case with convex trade-offs. 

If variance in the trait is low, i.e. the allelic effect Α is small, the viabilities of the

specialists  lie  on  the  viability  curves  closer  to  their  intersection  with  vΓ  axis  (i.e.  the

viability  of  the  generalist),  so  the  relative  strength  of  selection  against  the  maladapted

genotypes is lower. As we have inferred above, the niche size difference where polymor-

phism is  maintained  increases  with  increasing  strength  of  selection.  And  in  accordance

with those results, also with these definitions of viabilities the niche size diference where

polymorphism is maintained increases with decreasing Θ and increasing Α (Fig. 12). The

conditions for maintenance of polymorphism are

1 + ã2 Α Β Θ

I1 + ã2 ΑM H1 + Β ΘL
< c <

ã2 Α + Β Θ

I1 + ã2 ΑM H1 + Β ΘL
.

Similarly  as  with  the  first  definitions  of  fitness,  when  recombination  rate  is  very

small, i.e. r < 0.1, the boundaries of the parameter spaces are slightly inflated.
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Figure  12.  Fractions  of  parameter  space  where  the  population  reaches  a  polymorphic  equlibrium.  The

solid curves represent Β = 1, dotted curves Β = 1.5 and the dashed curves Β = 2. A) Α = 0.5, B) Α = 1 and

C) Α = 2. 

As  we   inferred  above,  maintenance  of  polymorphism  generally  depends  on  the

strength of selection and the relative advantage of being a specialist. In the first part, we

concluded that  with  increasing number  of  loci  and convex trade-off,  the  range of  niche

proportions  where  a  polymorphic  equilibrium  can  be  achieved  is  lower  because  if  the

strength of selection on the trait is the same, more epistatic interactions are involved and

the  convexity  of  the  trade-off  is  higher.  Similarly,  as  with  the  functional  definitions  of

viabilities,  increasing  number  of  loci  narrows  the  range  of  niche  proportions  where

population is polymorphic, if we normalize the maximal variance of the trait. In the three-

locus model, the maximal variance is 1.5 times higher, so also the strength of selection is

higher  and  thence  also  the  niche  proportions  where  the  population  is  polymorphic  is

inflated. However, if we multiply the allelic effect Α in the three-locus model by a factor

of 2/3, for Θ = 0 we obtain the same boundaries, where the population is polymorphic. If

Θ increases, the the parameter space gets slightly narrower then in the two locus model.

The conditions for maintenance of polymorphism in the three-locus model are

H1 + ãΑ ΒL H1 + ã3 Α Β ΘL
1 + Β2 Θ + ãΑ Β H1 + ΘL + ã3 Α Β H1 + ΘL + ã4 Α H1 + Β2 ΘL

< c <
HãΑ + ΒL Hã3 Α + Β ΘL

1 + Β2 Θ + ãΑ Β H1 + ΘL + ã3 Α Β H1 + ΘL + ã4 Α H1 + Β2 ΘL
.
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Figure 13.  Fractions  of  parameter  space where the  population reaches  a  polymorphic  equlibrium in  the

three-locus model. The solid curves represent Β = 1, dotted curves Β = 1.5 and the dashed curves Β = 2.

A) Α = 0.5, B) Α = 1 and C) Α = 2. 

Under  the  convex  disruptive  trade-off  populations  can  maintain  polymorphism,

but  the  proportions  of  niches  are  even  narrower  than  if  the  trade-off  is  linear,  and  are

considerably shifted towards stronger selection. This parameter space also shrinks if the

convexness of the trade-off between vaibilities in niches is higher. 

�Since we assume recombination between loci Hr = 1 � 2L, a relatively large fraction

of  the  parameter  space  where  the  population  is  polymorphic  exhibit  only  slightly

bimodal  distribution  of  genotypes.  Frequencies  of  the  intermediate  genotypes  goes  to

zero,  if  strength  of  selection  and  relative  advantage  of  the  specialists  is  high  (i.e.

Θ ® 0, Β > 1  and  Α  high  enough  to  reach  it’s  asymptotes).  Also,  the  parameter  space

with polymorphic equilibria under these values of  the parameters is  large.   However,  if

some  of  these  conditions  are  not  satisfied  and  for  example  minimal  viability  in  the

“wrong” niche  is  appreciable  (i.e.  Θ > 0),  the  parameter  space  where  the  population  is

polymorphic rapidly narrows (Fig. 13).

Even if  the  strength of  selection is  not  high enough to  ensure  that  the  population

will  constist  only  of  the  extreme  genotypes,  the  distribution  of  the  genotypes  is  still

consierably  bimodal.  So,  some  additional  mechanism  reducing  recombination,  such  as

assortative  mating  or  habitat  preference,  might  lead  to  complete  reproductive  isolation

and  thence  speciation.  Nevertheless,  under  such  conditions  where  specialists  have  only

small  advantage  over  generalists,  is  hard  to  maintain  polymorphism  in  the  population

and  the  niche  proportions  and  strength  of  selection  in  niches  have  to  be  very  close  to

symmetry.
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6.2. Summary of the results 
I first analyzed two and three-locus Levene model with epistatic interactions 

involved and assessed the parameter space in which polymorphism is maintained. The 

key conclusion from this part of the analysis is that the parameter space where 

polymorphism is maintained broadens with increasing strength of selection against 

maladapted genotypes within niches, but this region shifts towards stronger selection 

with increasing strength of more-than-additive epistasis among beneficial alleles. 

Thus, if selection against maladapted genotypes within niches is not strong enough, 

the population stays in a polymorphic equilibrium only if the system is completely 

symmetric. In the interpretation of trade-offs between viabilities in niches, with 

increasing convexity of the trade-off, polymorphism is maintained in the population 

only if selection is very strong. Also, an increasing number of loci and thence an 

increasing number of pairwise epistatic interactions among them, shifts the parameter 

space where the population is polymorphic towards stronger selection because the 

convexity of the trade-off increases. 

Then, I redefined the definition of viabilities used by Barton (2010) in his 

infinitesimal model and analyzed the actual strength of selection and epistasis that 

corresponds to the functional definitions used in his model. Consistent with our 

previous results, I conclude that with increasing convexity of the trade-off, the 

parameter space where the population maintains polymorphism is shifting towards 

lower minimal viability in the “wrong” niche, ϑ (Fig. 12). Similarly as above, 

increasing number of loci shifts the parameter space towards even lower minimal 

viability in the “wrong” niche (Fig. 13). 

The next issue was to analyze the role of variance in the trait. I assign an 

allelic effect on the trait, α, to each allele and analyzed its influence on the 

maintenance of polymorphism in population. Here, I conclude that the crucial point in 

the role of variance in the trait is whether the specialists lie on the viability functions 

(Fig. 11A) far enough that their viabilities in the wrong niches are close to zero. If the 

variance in the trait is low (i.e. α or the number of loci is low) and the specialists lie 

on the viability functions closer to the generalists (i.e. they are closer to the trait 

mean) and thence have an appreciable viability in the wrong niche. Thus, the effect of 

low variance in the trait is in fact almost the same as the case when the minimal 
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viability in the wrong niche is appreciable (ϑ > 0). This results in cropped trade-off in 

the viabilities between niches (Fig. 14).  

 

 

 
Figure 14. Trade-off between viabilities in niches with lower variance in the trait. If specialists do not 

have a high enough value of the trait, their viabilities in the wrong niche are higher than zero and the 

evolutionary outcome is similar to the case, when variance is high but minimal viability in the wrong 

niche is appreciable.   
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7.  Discussion 
Maintenance of polymorphism in populations is one of the most persistent 

questions in evolutionary biology and is related to many evolutionary phenomena. 

Since many traits involved in ecological adaptation and perhaps ecologically driven 

speciation are polygenic, I am trying in particular to answer the question: How is 

polymorphism in these polygenic traits maintained under disruptive natural selection 

in sexually reproducing populations? This issue is important because disruptive 

selection, which can drive sympatric speciation and therefore act on one panmictic 

population, also strongly affects maintenance of polymorphism in this population.  

I conclude that the traditional scenario of sympatric speciation when a 

population experiencing weak or intermediate disruptive selection (lets say up to 

10%) evolves some mechanism causing reproductive isolation (such as habitat 

preference or assortative mating) becomes highly implausible, because the system has 

to be extremely symmetric in strength of selection and niche proportions to maintain 

polymorphism (Fig. 12, 13). Polymorphism is maintained if viabilities of specialists 

in the wrong niches are close to zero (as in Barton 2010, Fig. 4a). As to my 

knowledge, there is not such an example of a polygenic trait (with recombining loci), 

where one value of the trait is lethal in one environment and the other value in the 

other environment. This case seems to be very implausible in nature. Though 

sympatric species with different hosts could be a good example, the adaptations tend 

to involve inversions and/or arise in allopatry (Feder et al. 2003a, 2003b). 

I conclude that ecological sympatric speciation based on a polygenic trait and 

the life cycle assumed in this model is only likely if some other mechanisms of 

balancing selection are present. Because I analyzed only the haploid version of the 

model, for example heterozygote advantage, which acts as a mechanism maintaining 

polymorphism might play an important role and has been neglected in this study. 

Further research is needed to investigate whether polymorphism can also be 

maintained under weak or intermediate selection and thence lead to sympatric 

divergence.  

Even though I analyzed only two and three-locus model, the comparison with 

the results of Barton (2010) lets us to conclude that maintenance of polymorphism is 

very hard unless viabilities of the specialists in the wrong niches are close to zero. In 

terms of selection coefficients, polymorphism is maintained only if selection against 
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maladapted genotypes is extremely strong. Whereas increasing the linear component 

of the strength of selection for specialists facilitates maintenance of polymorphism 

between niches, with increasing convexity of the trade-off,  (i.e. increasing 

“disruptivness” of selection), maintenance of polymorphism gets harder (Fig. 6C, 12 

and 13). Increasing number of loci also seems to reduce the possibility of 

maintenance of polymorphism, but this might be caused by increased number of 

epistatic interactions. The number of epistatic interactions rises with the number of 

loci involved, which may increase the convexity of the trade-off and hence reduce the 

parameter range where polymorphism is maintained. 

Thus, we have to be careful in the interpretation of results obtained using the 

infinitesimal model in sympatric speciation modeling, because the assumption of 

fixed allelic variance can be misleading. 

I have mentioned in the introduction the study by Bolnick and Fitzpatrick 

(2007), who revealed some properties of sympatric speciation and showed that these 

properties (frequency-dependent disruptive selection, assortative mating/ecology 

pleiotropy and whether assortative mating imposes weak or no costs) can be found in 

nature. However, they claimed that many arguable points remain unresolved. I have 

partly analyzed one of the remaining properties, maintenance of polymorphism under 

non-symmetric conditions of the niche proportions (e.g., amount of a limiting 

resource) and the strengths of selection within niches. Our results suggest that 

maintenance of polymorphisms and hence the coexistence of the incipient species 

may be rather hard to achieve. Increasing convexity of the trade-off of viabilities 

between niches makes maintenance of polymorphism even harder and requires 

extremely strong selection in the wrong niches. 

To figure out possibilities of divergence in sympatry a further research 

covering additional mechanisms maintaining polymorphism, such as diploidy and 

heterozygote advantage, is necessary. 
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8. Conclusion 
The results inferred in this study suggest that symptaric ecological divergence 

through gradual adaptation in a polygenic trait is unlikely. Increasing strength of 

disruptive ecological selection (i.e. increasing convexity of the trade-off between 

viabilities in niches) causes that maintenance of polymorphism in the population 

requires extremely strong selection in the wrong niches, or precise symmetry in niche 

sizes and strength of selection in the niches. The traditional scenario of sympatric 

speciation when a population is under weak or intermediate disruptive selection and 

then evolves some mechanism of reproductive isolation is unlikely. Under these 

conditions polymorphism is lost unless stringent symmetry is satisfied, so some other 

mechanism maintaining polymorphism is needed to allow this speciation scenario. 

Thus, we have to be careful in the interpretation of results obtained using infinitesimal 

model, which assumes fixed allelic variance. 
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10. Source code 
 

Source code of the analyses of the models can be found on the attached CD. 

 
 


